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Abstract

The paper introduces a tested and verified model for value-based selling, based on an action research approach spanning multiple business models during five cases in a sequence at different corporations. The sales model has been verified to support sales of products, services, solutions and Functional Products, enabling corporations to add additional and more complex business models by being able to quantify and visualize the perceived customer value created/captured. Thus, the sales model can further facilitate a transition from sales of products or services towards sales of offers, based on further complex business models, where customer values created increasingly originate from intangibles that are part of the offer. Such a transition may be necessary for corporations acting on global markets to achieve sustainable competitiveness and profitability.
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1 Introduction

The background and motivation for this paper is that during the sale of products, services and solutions (i.e. products combined with services) at several corporations in a business-to-business setting, no adequate sales model to enable quantification of the perceived full customer value could be found. As sales representatives in most cases try to sell customer value instead of a product or service, sales representatives need to be able to model and estimate what the actual customer value will be. This is an even more apparent issue in further complex business models used, for instance, within the manufacturing industry. Such models may include: Product-Service Systems/Industrial Product-Service Systems (PSS/IPS\(^2\)) (Meier et al, 2010), Total-Care Products (Alonso-Rasgado et al., 2004), Functional Sales (Stahel, 1997) or Functional Products (FP) (Brännström et al., 2001; Lindström et al., 2012, in press), where the customer values increasingly originate from intangibles that are part of the offer and make the customer values harder to find/identify, analyze/understand, estimate, model/simulate and quantify. However, in a tough business climate, this would be of crucial importance to close business deals by convincing mid and top management (and, in some cases, boards of directors) by estimating and modelling/simulating the actual perceived customer value which would be enabled by the business deal or investment.

There is plenty of marketing/sales management literature, e.g. Rackham & DeVincentis (1999) and Anderson et al. (2007), concerning the importance of selling value as opposed to selling the actual products, services, or solutions, etc. According to Töytäri et al. (2011) and Terho et al. (2012), there is a lack of tangible research on tested and verified sales models used for value-based selling spanning offers based on business models such as, e.g., products, services, solutions and the additionally complex ones mentioned above. However, there are some relevant examples or approaches such as, e.g.; Hanan & Karp (1991) proposing the use of the Net Present Value (NPV) method in value-based selling, Terho et al. (2012) conceptualizing value-based selling in three dimensions, Töytäri et al. (2011) suggesting a process for value-based selling, and Van Ostaeyen et al. (2012) outlining a value-price-cost framework adapted for a PSS context.

Regarding the mutual aspect of value co-creation, involving both the provider and the customer, Grönroos (2007) states that the process for creating value for customers is different in a relationship-oriented perspective versus exchange- or transaction-oriented perspectives, and that the focus should be on the customers’ outcome of the production (i.e. value-creating or
value-formation) process rather than the distribution of value to customers. Kotler (2000) adds that it is necessary to investigate the customer value delivered, and D’Andrea (2005) posits that sales professionals need to demonstrate value and highest return-on-investment (ROI) to customer through the sales process enabling the customers to make the lowest total cost decision. D’Andrea (2005, p20) further proposes that during a sales negotiation the seller should establish the value “and then put their ‘high value, high price’ offer on the table” to take control of the sales process and compile a more profitable deal. However, how to establish and quantify the value, and put an attractive price on it, is a question that needs further investigation. One way to convey the value to customers during a sales process is to describe the value in a qualitative manner, e.g. using words and figures. However, a quantitative way to convey the value is often preferred by decision makers on the buying side in order to be able to justify business deals or investments. Thus, hard numbers in estimates generally have an advantage over words and figures in a business case presented to decision makers. In addition, D’Andrea (2005) also mentions that a customer’s hidden or underlying needs should be investigated.

The PENG-model (Dahlgren et al., 1997, 2000, 2006) provides a model and process to investigate the ROI using the direct, indirect and hard-to-estimate income/benefits (i.e. customer value) potentially generated by an investment. Originally, the PENG-model was aimed at providing decision support for IT-investments, but the model is applicable in other areas as well.

Research by Liozu et al. (2012) on value-based pricing shows that the corporations investigated practicing cost- or competition-based pricing approaches show poor understanding of value-based pricing. They further state that few industrial firms have adopted value-based pricing, and that cost- and competition-based pricing dominates the pricing strategies in practice. Notably, according to Liozu et al. (2012), there seems to be a wide array of various definitions of value-based pricing, which may confuse the understanding of the concept – and thus how to implement it. Johansson et al. (2012) assert that corporations struggle with implementing value-based pricing strategies and that their research indicates that more than 80 per cent of corporations practice pricing primarily based on cost. They further posit that consideration must be given to e.g., processes, routines and resources involved. Little (2012, p103) adds that to achieve successful selling, “customers must see sellers as ‘trusted advisors’” connecting with the customer’s value base. Thus, not only the customer’s problems and wanted customer values must be understood. Kowalkowski & Kindström (2010) state that, when moving into PSS offerings, manufacturing firms need to be able to visualize
The value of the offering. They assert that visualizing value becomes harder when moving into integrated offers such as PSS compared to when offering products, since there is a need to translate intangibles into selling points. They further add that additional factors such as the offering’s complexity, novelty on the market, importance to the customer’s business and process, and degree of intangibility impact on the need for visualization. Kowalkowski & Kindström (2010) propose a value visualization framework for PSS with four steps, whereas Anderson et al. (2007) outline a generic five-step process for customer value management. Thus, visualization and management of customer value are important aspects of value-based selling; however, realizing and maintaining them on a long-term basis is not always easy.

A value-based selling ability enables a corporation to sell a large variety of offerings, particularly where inherent complexity and unique values in the offerings (and their intangibles) make them hard to compare against competitors’ offerings. Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart (2010) stress the need to understand how to innovate business models to improve the ability to create and capture value. An ability to add new or additionally complex business models may be necessary for corporations to stay innovative, competitive and profitable over time. Thus, as value-based selling seems attractive for many corporations, ‘how to go about it’ is a highly relevant question. Some examples or approaches relevant for this paper are presented below. The NPV-method used for value-based selling is brought up by Hanan & Karp (1991), who use a traditional cost-benefit analysis and posit that the price becomes a floating point driven by value that automatically renegotiates itself around the value that drives it. However, using the NPV-method alone to calculate the ROI in value-based selling has a weakness in that only the visible cash flows are commonly accounted for as part of the customer value. Terho et al. (2012) conceptualize value-based selling in three dimensions comprising: understanding the customer’s business model, crafting a value proposition and communicating the customer value. Further, Töytäri et al. (2011) aim to bridge the theory-to-application gap in value-based selling by proposing how to model customer-desired versus perceived value in a process for value-based selling. On the down-side of value-based selling, Parvinen et al. (2011) assert that many companies struggle with development of value-based pricing and related sales skills (e.g. meeting methodology, order of argumentation and sophistication of value calculation), although there is management consensus that value-based selling is needed. In addition, to overcome customers’ potential scepticism towards value-based selling, Töytäri et al. (2011 p493) add that in order to convince the customers,
the selling firms need to “support their sales efforts with tangible evidence of the value they can deliver to their customers, both pre-purchase as well as post-purchase”.

There is a gap in literature on tested and verified models for value-based selling taking into account and quantifying the full customer value perceived (i.e. not only the direct value in the form of visible cash flows) while selling products, services and solutions, as well as additionally complex offerings based on business models such as PSS/IPS\textsuperscript{2} or FP. The issue addressed in this paper is how such a sales model can be embodied to support value-based selling enabling corporations to quantify the perceived full customer value. As value-based selling is practised by corporations, it can be assumed that there are practices, models, etc. used, which are kept confidential and seen as intellectual property. Thus, these practices and models are commonly not public and may not be general enough to be used by other corporations.

The purpose of the paper is to test and verify a sales model supporting multiple business models, developed using an action research approach during five cases and implemented in a tool, enabling value-based selling providing quantified information regarding the potential value rendered by the business deal or investment to decision-makers on the buying side (i.e. mid and top management and/or boards of directors).

2 Methodology

The sales model, which has been implemented in a tool, has been developed during a sequence of cases conducted between 2000 and 2013 at five different corporations. The development has spanned less complex business models (i.e. products, services and solutions) towards an additionally complex one (i.e. FP). Mid and top management, sales managers and sales representatives in the case corporations have participated in this action research effort during the development of a sales model for value-based selling. Each of the cases comprised a number of different sales or investment projects. Below, the case corporations are briefly described:

- Case 1 – an international public limited company selling IT-security-related products (i.e. software and hardware) and services. The case involved the Nordics sales team (i.e. Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway).
- Case 2 – an international privately held corporation selling IT-security-related products (i.e. software) and services. The case involved key account managers targeting EMEA and US markets.
• Case 3 – an international privately held corporation providing cloud services and complementary professional services. The case involved key account managers targeting EMEA and US markets.
• Case 4 – a public sector real-estate corporation investing in land and buildings. The case involved investment assessments within Sweden.
• Case 5 – a privately held Swedish-based manufacturing corporation, Infrafone AB, selling infra sonic soot cleaning for large chimneys or economizers (energy extraction from hot smoke) including products, services, solutions and FP. The target markets were mainly the Nordics and Europe, as well as markets world-wide where appropriate. During this case the sales model and tool were further developed and also formally tested, verified and evaluated over the course of one year and covered more than forty sales projects. The activities included the CEO, sales manager and three sales representatives (i.e. all involved in the sales process), though not technical expertise.

In each of the five cases an action research approach has been utilized. Action research is suitable for development of models, methods or processes, etc. due to its iterative and reflective nature as well as the researcher’s participation in the cases and their organizational changes. However, a spiral model with a gradual refinement over time could have been used as well. Action research has been defined as “a participatory, democratic process concerned with developing practical knowing in the pursuit of worthwhile human purposes, grounded in a participatory worldview which we believe is emerging at this historical moment. It seeks to bring together action and reflection, theory and practice, in participation with others, in the pursuit of practical solutions to issues of pressing concern to people, and more generally the flourishing of individual persons and their communities” (Reason & Bradbury, 2001).

Characteristics of action research are that action researchers act in the studied situations, that action research involves two goals; a) solving the problem (the role of the consultant) and b) making a contribution to knowledge (the role of the researcher); that action research requires interaction and cooperation between researchers and the client personnel, and that action research can include all types of data gathering methods (Gummesson, 2000). In this research the researcher has acted as an expert, consultant in the role of case leader, or advisor, being responsible for the three of the five cases that also have involved additional personnel at the participating corporations. According to Coughlan et al. (2004), the action research approach comprises
four phases: diagnosing, planning action, taking action and evaluating the action in relation to a certain context and with a specific purpose. The above was embodied in the following iterative and reflective case management methodology (see Figure 1).

In Figure 1, the four action research phases are outlined inside of each case. The phases overlap, since some issues remain unresolved before moving on to the next phase. In addition, there are also feedback loops within each phase as often there was a need to resolve issues/problems that were not solved properly at the end of the phase before moving on.

Since the cases were conducted in a sequential order, the results such as: knowledge, experiences, sales model, awareness of problems and challenges from the previous case(s), were used when starting up the next case. This approach allowed for systematic replication and refinement both regarding methodology, and execution of research and action efforts. After the end of the last case (the fifth one), a formal evaluation of the sales model was made.

The original development of the sales model, which has been implemented as a sales tool in Microsoft Excel, started during sales projects where additional explanations of the potential value from customers’ investments in security software and hardware were required to convince the customers’ mid and top management that the potential business deals or investments were sound and would provide a targeted level of ROI. During the course of applying the sales model in sales projects, new aspects of income/benefits (i.e. customer value) were added to the original sales model. The first two cases involved improving and further developing the sales model and its implementation in the tool. The third case improved the visualization of the sales model’s output, e.g., changing the user interface by using Excel’s inherent ability to program different cells to automatically show different colours, i.e. green for positive, red for negative and light green for neutral (0), for the result. Additional improvement to provide flexibility for input and necessary changes
or additions to the sales model were further implemented. In the fourth case, further sales model flexibility was added and subsequently implemented in the sales tool. Finally, during the fifth case the sales model, described later in section 4, was adapted for the context, templates of the model and its tool were customized for different industries (or customer segments/scenarios), and then tested and verified.

The first design criterion for the sales model (and its implementation in a tool), was that the output should mainly target decision-makers on mid/top management and board levels; however, low/mid/top level management should also be able to understand and participate in the collection of the input needed. A further design criterion was that the sales model and tool should be easy to learn, understand and modify input/output-wise by sales representatives. The action was planned to lead to permanent change in the case organizations’ sales process and that the sales model implemented in the tool should be used during the sales process when appropriate.

Reliability was supported by results that were replicated/iterated through five cases to reach stability using an action research approach. Further, during the sequence of cases, validity was ensured by replicating the research and results between different corporations, locations, industries and issues using a systematic and cyclic process, multiple sources of information and high quality awareness.

Regarding generalizability of the results, the sales model has been tested in the following business model contexts: products, services, solutions and FP, and therefore the sales model seems to support both less complex as well as additionally complex business models and their offers. Further, various industries such as IT, real estate and manufacturing have been part of the research, and the sales model seems to work cross-industry as well.

To learn if the sales model was stable after the fifth case, that it met the design criteria and was ready to use in other contexts, a formal evaluation using the mixed-methods study model (Stufflebeam, 2001) combining qualitative and quantitative methods was selected. Standardized semi-structured interviews (qualitative) with open questions (Patton, 1990; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009) were conducted, allowing the respondents to give more detailed answers and add extra information where deemed necessary (Fontana & Frey, 1994). The respondents were one key informant and 3 sales representatives from the last case, where the sales model and tool covered in section 4 were used. Further, rating scales (quantitative) from 1.00 to 10.00 were applied during the evaluation. The interviews and the rating scales gave an indication of whether the model was stable or needed further improvements. At the end
of the interviews it was possible to comment on the questions or add any additional information needed. The notes and scores on the interview protocols were checked by the informants directly during the interviews to make sure all answers were correct and complete. It was also possible to contact the informants after the interviews to clarify or complement any answers.

The data from the interviews was then reduced and analyzed using matrices (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The findings from the analysis of the evaluation are found in section 6.

3 Additionally Complex Business Models and Related Customer Values

Moderate or disruptive innovation is necessary for most corporations to continuously be able to create value, stay in business and remain economically, ecologically and socially sustainable. The innovation can be embodied in many forms, and commonly one or more of the following areas are targeted: offer (and its potential technology, services or other constituents), manufacturing/production process, value chain (including supply-, distribution/delivery chains), networks/relations (partner-, SME- and research collaborations), business model(s), etc. Being one area of innovation, corporate business models generally aim to create value and sustainable competitive advantage in a defined market. Within this context, Chesbrough (2010) asserts that the choice of business model is crucial as “a mediocre technology pursued within a great business model may be more valuable than a great technology exploited via a mediocre business model” (p355). Further, Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart (2010) point out the necessity to understand how to innovate business models in order to improve the ability to create and capture value. Thus, an adequate notion of the creation and capturing of value, i.e. how different inter-connected business model elements form the business logic required to do this, likely facilitates understanding of what is otherwise necessary for a successful and sustainable business model.

Below, Table 1 outlines the business model elements for a selection of relevant generic and more specialized business models. The generic business models can be applied for many business contexts to draw a “canvas” for a business model and its offer(s), for instance, products, services or solutions. The servitization business model describes how a product-based business seeks to increase the competitiveness by moving towards a service-based model.
### Table 1  A selection of relevant business models and their elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Model type</th>
<th>Generic</th>
<th>Generic</th>
<th>Generic</th>
<th>Generic</th>
<th>Servitization</th>
<th>PSS</th>
<th>IPS²</th>
<th>FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Customer segments</td>
<td>Target market</td>
<td>User and customer</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Customer involvement and commitment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer value</td>
<td>Value proposition</td>
<td>Value proposition</td>
<td>Customer value</td>
<td>Value proposition</td>
<td>Value proposition</td>
<td>Value proposition</td>
<td>Customer value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>Profit formulae</td>
<td>Revenue streams, cost structure</td>
<td>Revenue stream</td>
<td>Value formulae</td>
<td>Revenue mechanism</td>
<td>Profit mechanism</td>
<td>Turn over model</td>
<td>Recipe for profitability and financial sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value chain, processes, activities</td>
<td>Key processes</td>
<td>Key activities</td>
<td>Capture value</td>
<td>Value chain</td>
<td>Development/production process</td>
<td>Architecture of value creation</td>
<td>Brand and value chain position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>Key resources</td>
<td>Key resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Product model</td>
<td></td>
<td>In-house organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>Key resources</td>
<td>Channels, customer relationship, key partnerships</td>
<td>Networks, relations</td>
<td>Value network</td>
<td>Focus on network partners</td>
<td>Quality of external relations, contract</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills/compentence</td>
<td>Key resources</td>
<td>Competences</td>
<td>Risk level and availability, competence/knowhow and relevant information for decision-making</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Key resources</td>
<td>Technology selection</td>
<td>Risk level and availability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Competitive strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Due to their systemic nature the PSS, IPS² and FP business models and their corresponding offers have an increased inherent additional complexity compared to if their constituents would be sold as parts, i.e. products, services, etc. As examples of the systemic nature, Meier et al. (2010) posit that IPS² enables function-, availability-, or result-oriented business, and Löfstrand et al. (2012) assert that FP enables productivity- or availability-based business. Both these examples indicate that the offers' constituents need to be highly integrated and well thought-through to operate on a long-term basis and that, to be able to manage the increased inherent complexity, the corresponding business models pose tough requirements on the providers in terms of the following elements: skills/competence, resources, relationships and technology, etc.

Table 1 indicates that the business model elements differ somewhat among the listed business models, which is interesting, particularly for the generic ones. However, common for all the business models is that they have some notion of the customer value embodied in, e.g. value proposition, customer value, as well as what carries the value.

According to Kaufman (1998), the principal elements used in customer value studies are classified as: esteem value or “want”; exchange value or “worth”; and utility value or “need”, and that every buy decision includes one or all three of these elements. Further, Khalifa (2004) has identified three complementary models for categorization of customer value: to see customer value in exchange, customer value build-up, and customer value dynamics. These three models can be regarded as highly related and complementing each other. In addition, when the customer values have been found/identified, analyzed/understood, estimated, modeled/simulated and quantified, there is a need to be able to visualize the values prior to communicating them to customers (Terho et al., 2012).

For generic products, services and solutions, the customer value can vary considerably. Regarding the additionally complex business model such as PSS, IPS² and FP, there are some research outlining generic customer values. Listed below is an excerpt of such customer values found in recent publications:

- **PSS/IPS²** – [more] customization and higher quality, asset management, utilization, less administration and monitoring, less environmental impact and improved sustainability (Baines et al., 2007), agreed-upon level of availability or result, eco-efficiency, enabling concentration on core competences and tasks, and performance improvement (Meier et al., 2010).
FP - total-care (Alonso-Rasgado et al., 2004), productivity and agreed-upon level of availability (Löfstrand et al., 2012), paying for the delivered function only and risk transfer to provider can be regarded as essential. In addition, Lindström et al. (submitted) have in recent research identified a number of complementary FP customer values, such as: improved total-cost of ownership, improved cash-flow, less assets on balance sheet, increased revenue, decreased costs, improved performance or efficiency, etc.

The above customer values, whereof some are intangible in nature, can be categorized in terms of how they contribute to the income/benefit generation in a corporation. According to Dahlgren et al. (1997, 2000 and 2003), customer values can be divided into four groups depending on how they contribute in the income/benefit-generating processes: direct, indirect, hard-to-estimate and unattained. The categorization and the process are further described in the following Section 4.

In Table 1, the business model element row with customer values becomes increasingly interesting. The interest lies in that the customer values not only need to be found/identified, analyzed/understood, estimated and modelled/simulated, but also (necessarily) quantifiable prior to being communicated to customers. Dahlgren et al. (1997 and 2000) propose a process for these activities (described on a high level in section 4); however, the authors do not explain how the results should be communicated to customers. If the customer values are not, or cannot, be communicated, it is harder to sell them in a competitive context. Elements in a business model are commonly related to each other; however, some are more obvious than others depending on if they are part of the value creation or support it (c.f. Lindström et al., 2013). Thus, some of the business model elements in Table 1 of direct interest for the customer value element include: customer, profit, value-chain/processes/activities and relationships. An example related to FP reveals that necessary elements are: customer involvement and commitment; recipe for profitability and financial sustainability; brand and value chain position; and quality of external relations as well as contract. Further, these four business model elements are especially necessary for successful value-based selling. Finally, it is essential to understand how the customers’ profit (profit formulae) is embodied, and not just the own corporation’s ditto, in order to sell value in a successful and sustainable manner.
4 A Model for Value-Based Selling

Firstly, a sales model seen from a customer’s perspective based on an NPV\(^1\)-calculation, including a rate-of-return (i.e. the expected/wanted return on the investment in per cent) throughout the investment’s economic life-time, was developed including the expected costs and income/benefits (i.e. customer value) from an investment. The then recently introduced PENG\(^2\)-model (Dahlgren et al., 1997, 2000) was used to estimate the net cash flow per year comprising: costs and the direct, indirect and hard-to-estimate income/benefits related to the potential investment. According to Dahlgren et al. (2003), there is also an additional fourth income/benefit, the unattained income/benefit, which indicates that additional income/benefit may accrue if the investment is implemented optimally. However, this fourth income/benefit will not be addressed in this paper. Dahlgren et al. (2003) further add that to reach the income/benefits (i.e. customer value), it is important to firstly agree upon: what creates the income/benefits, what needs to be conducted/accomplished to facilitate the creation, and how the income/benefits can be increased as well as verified. Those questions need to be answered during the PENG-model income/benefits finding process. Thus, the sales model introduced combines an NPV-calculation using input from the PENG-model on an annual basis, i.e. the quantified net income/benefits (from income/benefit minus costs). Further, the NPV-calculation requires a rate-of-return, which preferably should be provided by the customer (otherwise, it can be derived using an analytical or iterative approach). Regarding investments, some investments have an initial base investment made at the start as well as residual value left at the end, which needs to be accounted for in the NPV-calculation when applicable.

The income/benefits included direct income/benefits, i.e. where hard figures are available to quantify such, and indirect income/benefits, i.e. where hard figures are not available and need to be revealed and transformed into quantitative figures to be able to be used in the NPV-calculation. Indirect

\[^1\text{NPV – Net Present Value: } \text{NPV} = \text{Residual value}/(1+p)^n + \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i/(1 + p)^i \text{ where: } p \text{ is discount rate or i.e. rate-of-return expected, } n \text{ is the total number of } \text{periods (i.e. typically years), and } a_i \text{ is the net cash flow at time } i. \text{ The base investment is commonly the initial investment cost and the residual value the value remaining from the investment at the end of the total period covered by the NPV calculation.}
\[^2\text{PENG - Prioritera Enligt Nyttogrunder in Swedish. Translated into English – Prioritize According to Grounds of Income/Benefits. The PENG-model aims to identify and quantify the costs and income/benefit of an investment, to be able to quantify the residual net income/benefit (as an investment is sound and profitable).} \]
income/benefits may comprise the results of indirect effects from an investment, such as improvements in other processes or departments not directly targeted. Further, hard-to-estimate (or hidden) income/benefits need to be located, extracted and quantified. Possible hard-to-estimate ones are effects on brand, image, trustworthiness, etc. Subsequently, the income/benefits and costs should be put on a time line covering the total number of periods (i.e. typically years) the NPV is sought for. The annual net income/benefits depend on the level of implementation, usage as well as ability to efficiently use the investment made. The costs depend on the business model used to close the business deal. A product-oriented business model may have all or a majority of the costs in the beginning, whereas services may have a slight increasing annual cost due to cost-index if the volume is the same, and solutions may thus have a significant cost at the start related to products and other initial costs followed by the annual costs for services. Other types of business models may have different characteristics regarding the costs, like subscriptions or leasing, etc. PSS/IPS² and FP can have different cost characteristics, which commonly depend on how strong a cash flow the provider has. Examples of possible cost characteristics for PSS/IPS² and FP are an annual cost that follows cost index, or an increased initial cost (to cover development/manufacturing costs) followed by annual costs following cost index for as long as the PSS/IPS² or FP is used by the customer.

Figure 2 shows how the PENG-model is used to find/identify, analyze/understand, estimate and quantify the resulting net income/benefits for each period (i.e. year) covered in the NPV-calculation. Thus, the identification, analysis, estimation and quantification must be made for each and every period. This may result in different net income/benefits and costs over time due to (un)foreseen circumstances.

The inherent property of the NPV-calculation, due to the rate-of-return, that preferably as much income/benefits as possible should accrue early and that the costs should arise as late as possible, makes the planning of the income/benefits versus costs an important aspect of the necessary teamwork involving the sales representative and customer personnel. A high level of transparency is required, since it is otherwise not possible to identify, analyze, estimate and quantify the customer’s direct, indirect, hard-to-estimate income/benefits and costs. In addition, there may be additional income/benefits and costs related to other providers that need to be included to get the full picture of a potential business deal or investment. Töytäri et al. (2011) have recently outlined a similar view on the value desired and perceived by customers, but this view is not further elaborated in this paper.
To do the above analysis and estimations of costs and income/benefits requires a close and transparent collaboration between the sales representative and the customer, to be able to find all necessary input to the sales model. Thus, a great deal of trust is required – and the sales model is not possible to use without trust and transparency. As it is not always possible to achieve trust at an early stage in a relation between a sales representative and a customer, the sales model should not be introduced until the necessary trust has been established.

The initial development of the sales model and its implementation in a tool was undertaken during the two first cases, which had similar contexts, and a basic sales model based on the PENG-model combined with an NPV-calculation took shape. Examples of direct income/benefits (for which hard figures were possible to extract) used during the first two cases were,
e.g., that unnecessary software/hardware licences could be terminated, unnecessary tasks were eliminated, fewer personnel were needed for non-value-creating tasks, or that more time could be devoted to value-creating tasks. Further, examples of indirect income/benefits during the first two cases were positive effects on areas other than the one mainly involved, improved working environment (less unnecessary boring routine tasks), the impact of an improved level of security (which is harder to calculate than perceived at a first glance (Magnusson et al., 2007)). In addition, examples of hard-to-estimate ones were what effect the investment had on the corporate brand from increased trustworthiness, customer loyalty, employee satisfaction, etc.

The identification and estimation of direct and indirect income/benefits which an investment renders were during the third case further developed and refined in close cooperation with key customers. To enhance the visualization of the sales model’s output, i.e. part of the tool’s user interface, cells showing, e.g., NPV-values were programmed to automatically show red or green colours depending whether or not the potential investment was sound according to the expected rate-of-return. On occasion, customers wanted to lower the costs below an acceptable baseline for the case company. To mitigate such situations, a reciprocal open-book approach was successfully used to find acceptable levels of cost versus income/benefits for the customers as well as the case company. Although this was a side-step from value-based selling, to find a way towards closing the business deal, the sales model was also used during these situations as well.

During the fourth case, the sales model was modified to increase the flexibility and used to evaluate investments in real estate (e.g. buildings and land). However, less emphasis was placed on indirect and hard-to-estimate income/benefits during this case. This case also revealed an interesting aspect, in that the periods of time used for the calculations were very long, i.e. twenty-five and fifty years, compared to cases 1–3, where normally four to six years were applied. Further, the visualization was augmented during this case regarding how long (years) before the investment turned “green” and reached the objective with a positive NPV.

In the fifth case, the sales team had before the case started already made a sales model, also implemented as a tool in Excel, to map out direct income/benefits and costs for customers. The existing sales model’s purpose was to guide the sales process steps and information collection and produce a benefit calculation for the customer. The existing sales model was extended according to the PENG-model combined with the NPV-calculation and the experiences gained from the previous four cases. This allowed the sales
representatives, together with the customers, to produce solid input to business cases for investments, showing what rate-of-return to be expected, as well as when in time the investment produced a neutral or positive NPV. This is of interest, since the earlier an investment achieves a neutral or positive NPV the more appealing it is to grant the investment. The economic life-times expected were between ten and thirty years, which provided context-dependant variations in the input to the sales model. The visualization of the sales model in the tool was designed to have an easy-to-understand user interface, be easy to modify and have an output area using colouring to enhance the visuals. The output section (and often the input section as well) was used as part of business cases presented for the customers’ mid/top management and boards of directors. At the end of the fifth case, a formal evaluation was made with one key informant and the sales representatives to learn how the sales model and its implementation in a tool supported the sales of products, services, solutions and FP. In addition, interviews with two key informants were made on six occasions during the case to follow up on the progress and development of the sales model and tool.

5 Modelling and Simulating the Effect of Different Cash Flow Schedules

Prior to using the introduced sales model, corporations which intend to sell, for instance, solutions or offers based on additionally complex models, first need to analyze which parameters affect the own profitability of business deals and if these are sustainable over time in case the deal covers many years. Various methods can be used to do this (cf. Töytäri et al., 2011; Terho et al., 2012), but the PENG-model and NPV can be used for this purpose as well. Depending on the current cash flow and liquidity situation, various schedules for customer payments and own costs for development, production set up, manufacturing/assembly, maintenance/support, etc., should be estimated and used to model and simulate the long-term rate-of-return and annual cash flows. In a PSS/IPS² or FP context with provision of a function, additional costs may need to be added throughout the duration of the business agreement to keep, for instance, a function operable at an agreed level of availability. When it is understood which parameters that have the largest effects, then a number of possible cash flow schedules can be further modelled and deemed good, acceptable or not acceptable. This has to be understood before entering a customer sales project, where the negotiation can be seen as started already when the collection of customer data regarding the perceived value
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(i.e. income/benefits) is initiated, as the sales model will reveal that payment is expected as well. Consequently, the sales team must be aware of this and be prepared to show one or more cash flow schedules that can be tried. If the cash flow schedules do not support the selling corporation’s objectives regarding long-term profitability (which requires a corporate objective that can be used to calculate backwards to determine which profitability or rate-of-return each business deal should contribute) and liquidity, the business deal can do harm instead of doing good. Thus, the selling corporation should decompile the “customer price” or “payment set-up over time” of the business deal into periodic/annual cash flows and model these together with the own costs to determine the minimum customer price that can be charged, i.e. a baseline, for different cash flow schedules where the customers payments are distributed in various (good or acceptable) ways over time. During negotiations, the selling corporation should have their own internal, e.g., PENG/NPV-tool to check if the current business set-up corresponds to the internal requirements for business deals.

This paper is about value-based selling, implying that the customer should get the perceived value expected. However, this allows for flexible/variable pricing, i.e. value-based pricing (Nagle & Hogan, 2007; Liozu et al., 2012). Of course, above the baselines regarding resulting rate-of-return and liquidity, the price can go up as long as the customer gets what is expected. Nagle & Hogan (2007) stress that to avoid alienating the customer it is important to learn what the customer expects to pay for the value received. Thus, as a sales tactic, it is advisable to first collect as much information as possible about the customer’s expected income/benefits prior to disclosing one or more proposed pricing and payment set-ups over time. In this way, if the flexible/variable pricing works out well, the customer pays an individual price (i.e. similar to the concept of perfect pricing) which depends on the customer’s situation regarding generation of customer value (income/benefits) and expected rate-of-return. This differs from cost-based pricing (although the cost should of course be part of the baseline for the value-based pricing) and competition-based pricing (however, it is always necessary to have an idea of what prices the competitors charge for a potential similar value offered, so as avoid over-pricing and losing the business).

The sales model enables sellers and customers to together estimate and model/simulate the effect of different cash flow schedules on the expected rate-of-return/customer value generated for the customer. Such a model, combined with training on value-based selling, further helps to standardize the analysis of the customer value potentially generated by guiding the interaction and data
collection during the sales process. Töytäri et al. (2011) support this insight, emphasizing that training is required and that the sales representatives need a diverse skill-set to be able to sell value.

A sales team needs to know what effect different cash flow schedules may have on their own business prior to working with the customer to find a mutual win-win situation. Selling corporations with a weak cash flow or small corporations may need to have schedules with larger customer payments early to be able to cover and sustain the initial costs. This is particularly important when moving into provision of additionally advanced business models such as selling offers based on PSS/IPS² or FP. Then, from a selling corporation’s perspective, it must be understood if a large up-front customer payment is needed to cover the initial costs, followed by a “flat-rate” increased with cost index over time during until the business agreement expires. Another option to charge for PSS/IPS² or FP is to have a flat-rate, with periodic payments, increased with cost index over time, also covering the additional risks and investments made by the PSS/IPS² or FP provider. Buying a PSS/IPS² or FP, with provision of a function, should thus be more expensive than buying, for instance, a solution, since the provider retains ownership, assumes additional risks and financial burden, and is (depending on the agreement with the customer) responsible for maintaining the operation of the function at an agreed level of availability (Lindström et al., 2013).

6 Findings

Based on the evaluation, made during the fifth case, it seems necessary that sales representatives and sales management should be trained in value-based selling; they must learn how to explain the value and its implications to customers, as well as to time when to show customers the output from the sales model during the sales process. It seems to be hard to sell value as well as price value, and a pricing process rather than a pricing policy or strategy is necessary, since each sales project can be seen as unique. In such a pricing process, the sales management needs to be more active in the pricing compared to when pricing based on cost or competition. In addition, it is necessary to learn to understand when value-based selling does not work as well as what the customers are willing to pay for the value offered. Further revealed was that a provider needs to do his own homework and know, for each sales project, how various business options affect the own organization and which options are profitable and cash flow-wise sustainable over time. During the evaluation, it was emphasized that value-based selling requires that the customer and sales
representative trust each other and that a necessary level of transparency, to share needed knowledge and collect the information related to income/benefits (i.e. customer value), is created and upheld throughout the sales project. A further point from the evaluation to consider is that it is necessary to maintain close dialogue with those who have the technical and economic responsibility for the potential value that can be created/captured. It is also advisable to inform the top management and to facilitate customer internal discussions. However, forcing decisions from top management (e.g. CEO, COO, CTO or CFO) onto the responsible managers is not advisable, as it may cause resistance or, at worst, a “no-business-will-be-done-here” situation.

The sales model and its implementation in a tool provide a certain level of support for sales of products and services, as well as an additionally higher level of support to business models with a high level of complexity and where unique values, increasingly originating from intangibles, can be created and captured by customers. The sales model was perceived to provide good support to structure the sales process and its information collection/analysis together with customers, as well as to anchor the customer value and give an overview during the presentation of the offer to customers. Further, the sales model was considered by the sales representatives to be modern, necessary and give a professional impression of the provider. This gave the sales representatives encouragement and confidence. The sales model and its implementation in a tool were considered to support the sales representatives during the sales process, on a scale from 0.00 (low) to 10.00 (high), with an average of 8.00 (and a median 7.50 and a standard deviation of 1.41). The visualization of the sales model output in the tool provided, on a scale from 0.00 (none) to 10.00 (all), an average of 6.25 of all information the customers need to make a decision (median was 6.50 and standard deviation 0.96). The necessary additional information provided comprises technical documentation and the offer. Further, the sales model seemed to provide a higher level of support for small-sized customers who did not have adequate own competence, which many of the larger customers had, regarding calculation of ROI from investments. Hesitant customers also appreciated the visualization of the sales model output in their decision-making process. In addition, business agreements lasting longer than one year are better supported by the sales model than short agreements – and in particular agreements lasting from three to thirty years can benefit substantially from using the value-based selling model. One way to calculate/simulate the rate-of-return is to change it manually until the NPV approaches 0 (unless the tool has an implemented routine able to do this analytically or iteratively on demand). This way, the customer can learn what
rate-of-return to expect (i.e. the quantified customer value). Since what exactly can or may happen in the future is hard to foresee, users of the sales model and tool need to be aware that the input used can change and thus affect the output. However, at the outset, a structured estimation/simulation is possible with the current knowledge and available input.

The rating scale outcomes show that the sales model provides good support during the sales process. The standard deviation was 1.41 in the first one, which can be explained by the fact that some industries or customer segments are more conservative than others regarding value-based selling, and that value-based selling might not be applicable in some of the sales projects.

Another insight was that when a corporation’s sales process covers many different areas or applications, the values inherent in those areas or applications can differ significantly – although it is the same solution or FP that is being offered. This required in the last case that each area or application had its own specific master template of the model/tool developed, which was subsequently slightly adapted to the actual sales project or sales process instance in question.

Regarding the design criteria, the evaluation shows that the sales model and its implementation in a tool are stable and work well during the sales process to involve the customer’s low/mid/top management levels in the information collection, and that the visualization of the output from the sales model is easy to understand and provides a good overview for decision makers, mid/top management and boards of directors. Further, for the sales representatives, the sales model and its implementation in a tool are easy to learn, understand and modify during sales projects. However, as mentioned earlier, training for the sales organization in value-based selling and how to explain the value to customers is necessary to achieve a good result. The outcome of the action research has led to permanent change in the three last cases, where the sales model is currently in use. In the last case, the sales model guides the sales process, assisting the sales representatives regarding what information to find and collect together with the customer. Further, in the last case, the new sales model and tool, being continuously further developed, are used for selling products, services, solutions and FP. In the two first cases, the sales model is no longer in use. The reasons for that are, among other things, the turnover of sales management/representatives and the fact that the sales model was not sufficiently stable, robust and easy to use at the time.

In case the business deals turn into non-profitable ones for either the selling party or the buying party, the sales model can be used to highlight this issue and to find a path to a win-win situation. However, this requires a very open, transparent and trustful business relation between the selling and buying party.
This occurred sometimes during the third case, when the buying party wanted to lower the costs too much. However, the sales model assisted during the sales process to make the buying party realize that the selling party needed to have a certain level of profitability to create sustainable and long-term business.

Possibilities for improvements of the sales model found during the fifth case were creation and maintenance of master templates for different industries and scenarios, and that a light version of the sales model could, in some cases, be used at the start of a sales project to later shift to the full, advanced version.

As the number of respondents in the evaluation was only four, i.e. all involved in the sales activities, the outcomes of the rating scales alone are not enough to draw firm conclusions. However, considering the outcomes of the interviews and the rating scales, as well as the fact that the sales model and tool have led to permanent (and continuing) change in the last three cases, it is clear that the tested and verified model for value-based selling can be used for value-based sales of products, services, solutions and FP.

The tested and verified sales model extends Hanan & Karp’s (1991) proposed use of the NPV-method for estimating the expected rate-of-return by combining it with the PENG-model to be able to account for and price a fuller perceived customer value using a structured analysis. The latter is also in line with the process for finding and selling value proposed by Töytäri et al. (2011). The sales model further aligns with a conceptualization of value-based selling in three dimensions (Terho el al., 2012), providing a structure and schedule, driving the sales process by stipulating what information needs to be collected and when, as well as when information should be disclosed to the customer. Töytäri et al. (2011 p493) rightly point out that the selling firms need to “support their sales efforts with tangible evidence of the value they can deliver to their customers, both pre-purchase as well as post-purchase”. The tested and verified sales model can assist in doing both.

7 Discussion and Conclusions

This paper contributes to the advancement of the theory of value-based selling by presenting a tested and verified sales model, implemented in a tool, enabling value-based selling that takes into account direct, indirect and hard-to-estimate customer income/benefits (i.e. customer value). The sales model, which can support multiple business models, combines the PENG-model and NPV-calculation, showing whether the business deal/investment fulfils the customers’ requirement on rate-of-return (i.e. provides quantified customer value).
The managerial implications of the paper are firstly that the proposed sales model can aid a standardized analysis of a customer’s foreseen created/captured customer value by guiding the sales representative through the sales process (as in the five cases). Such a model, combined with sales training, prevents different approaches or interpretations of what a customer’s perceived value comprises. In addition, among the sales representatives and sales management, an understanding of cash flow implications is necessary; otherwise, a sales project can do harm instead of good to the provider. Secondly, to avoid influences of cost- or competition-based pricing (Liozu et al., 2012) if and when members of the top management interact with customers, having a corporation’s top management attend training in value-based selling is likely a good idea. Nagle & Hogan (2007) assert that value-based selling in combination with revenue-based incentives and sales representatives empowered to negotiate prices without a pricing policy can be toxic, poisoning the motivation to sell value. Thus, sales management involvement in the pricing process (use of which is proposed in this paper in favour of a pricing policy) and profit-based incentives can be necessary to avoid some of the pitfalls of value-based selling – and drive revenue with profit, instead of only revenue (Nagle & Hogan, 2007).

As noted by Kowalkowski & Kindström (2010) and Andersson et al. (2007), key is to visualize and manage customer value in sales projects and customer relations. The tested and verified sales model quantifies and visualizes the direct, indirect and hard-to-estimate income/benefits (i.e. customer values), and whether the wanted rate-of-return can be achieved. The projected income/benefits and rate-of-return can later be used to follow up on the actual results of a business deal or investment made, to manage the value expectations and ascertain whether any measures need to be taken. However, to find/identify, analyze/understand, estimate, model/simulate and quantify the values requires trust and transparency over time. Further, the value needs to be visualized and communicated to the customer (Terho et al., 2012) on a continuous basis, preferably by being able to, post-sales, provide tangible evidence of the value created/captured by the customer (Töytäri et al., 2011). It is of course not always possible to achieve trust and transparency, and in those sales projects the proposed sales model is hard or impossible to use and the value needs to be established by other means. The evaluation of the sales model further indicates that it is a good idea to dialogue with the buyer’s top management (and in some cases the board of directors as well) and inform them as to the potential value that can be created/captured by the sales project, but allow those responsible for the
technical and financial operations, instead of the top management, to drive and take the purchase decision. Otherwise, there is a risk for resistance or, at worst, a missed business opportunity. The sales model seems to support smaller customers more than larger ones, due to the fact that smaller customers are often not as adequately equipped as larger customers to prepare advanced business cases.

If the planned time of operation for what is offered is long (i.e. more than five years), naturally, it is hard to foresee exactly what will happen in the future and which customer values will be realized. If offering, for instance, a PSS/IPS\(^2\) or FP with provisioning of a function, the same goes for the costs which the provider needs to cover. Thus, to provide the best possible guidance for purchase decisions as well as sales decisions, it is important to be able to calculate and estimate the value, costs and cash flow impact for all involved parties.

An interesting question is whether there is a regional/cultural difference for use of value-based pricing, and in particular if it is accepted and that the necessary trust and transparency can be achieved. The sales projects during the five cases, where the proposed sales model was used, have mainly targeted Europe and the USA. However, the Middle East and Asia were also involved to a lesser extent. It seemed easier to approach new customers in Northern Europe and the Nordics compared to other regions, which may be due in part to the fact that the sales representatives were mainly from this area and thus knowledgeable on the regional and cultural specifics.

A reflection on the use of value-based selling is that it seems more appropriate for more complicated/complex offerings such as provisioning of productivity, result, availability or a function, where there is a higher degree of unique customer value (originating from intangibles) created/captured as well as potential customization, making the offer harder to compare on price alone. Off-the-shelf products or offers that are easy to compare with other offers are probably better sold based on cost and competition.

A further reflection is that when striving to sell productivity or a function, or using rental or leasing agreements, assets are not built up on the customer’s balance sheet – assets are built up on the provider’s balance sheet (unless some leasing partner is involved). On one hand, this keeps the customer’s key ratios (performance indicators), such as return-on-assets or financial solidity, on the same level or improves them as the annual net result is positively impacted by the value yielded. On the other hand, the provider’s key ratios involving assets are negatively affected by building assets and the provider
needs to be supported by an increasing net result over time to create a sustainable win-win business situation. Thus, in scenario, with provisioning of productivity or a function, the provider needs to be compensated for the increased risk level, responsibility and building of assets to achieve a sustainable business.

Two of the three corporations using the proposed sales model have improved the structure of their sales processes (i.e. standardization) and are now able to better quantify and visualize the perceived customer value when interacting with decision-makers at customers. The use of the sales model further gives the sales representatives greater confidence, as well as creating a more professional impression among customers. The third corporation, which uses the model for investment assessments, has also changed its process similarly. The use of the sales model gives the corporations an advantage over the competition.

Finally, the tested and verified model for value-based selling introduced can enable corporations to add additional and more complex business models, where customer value increasingly originates from intangibles, by being able to quantify and visualize the perceived customer value while interacting and negotiating with customers. Thus, such a sales model can facilitate a transition from products or services towards solutions or additionally complex business models such as PSS/IPS² or FP. However, there are both organizational and strategic challenges involved when implementing value-based selling which need to be addressed (Johansson et al., 2012). For corporations acting on global markets, an ability to add new and additionally complex business models can make the difference between decline and sustainable competitiveness with profitability.

Regarding future research, it would be interesting to further improve the model for value-based selling in large global corporations, and to develop a scalable pricing process for globally distributed sales organizations.
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